
   Make data mobile with the power of Niche RMS on your officers 
smartphones and tablets. Query persons, addresses, vehicles and 
more. Send email, create and access reports, tasks and intel in 
less time.

MPANiche

Our premiere product - Mobile Police Assist for Niche 
(MPANiche) - extends the records management power of Niche 
RMS with mobile functionality on any smartphone or tablet. Run-
ning on Android, BB10, BlackBerry, iOS or Windows Mobile, 
MPANiche offers Standard Query interface for person, address, 
vehicle, and occurrence, it also provides unit and officer task 
lists, and start and end of shift checklists. Send email, prepare 
and submit general reports and intel - via keyboard or dictation. 
Simple to deploy, MPANiche is cost effective with a one-time, 
per user fee starting for as few as fifteen users.  

- Mobile CPIC and CNI queries for Niche with security and 
  encryption set up available.

- Records Management, tasks, email and much more for Android, BB10,
  BlackBerry, iOS and Windows Mobile devices.

- Deploys cost effectively and quickly for as few as 15 users.

- Ideal for smaller agencies and those with extensive geographies. 

- Crisp full color images, advanced touch-screen functionality.

- Niche RMS is used by many of the world’s most productive 
  police forces and security  agencies.

- Add MPADictation for compliant voice to text transcription.

Trademarks are property of their respective owners.

Visit www.mobinnoco.com or call 1-416-889-9997 for your MPANiche Trial.

Features Benefits
Extends Niche RMS to smartphones and tablets Cost effective, less training for Niche users
Search person, address, vehicle, occurrence Answers faster with no dispatch or onboard IT
Access Unit and Officer Tasks, Submit reports/notes Increased officer and admin productivity
CPIC and CNI or PNC database queries Direct to database speed & reliability

Secure, encrypted solution available Work remotely with confidence

Works with 2 Factor Authentication Only assigned officer can access the device

The power of Niche RMS on any 
smartphone or tablet in the field.

Android

Android

iPhoneWindows Mobile BB10

Advanced Wireless Solutions 
for Mobile Law Enforcement.

*Security levels will vary contingent on customer enterprise security configuration.


